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Chris Sommers, Chief Product Officer, Core10 (Accrue) 

Chris Sommers is a seasoned technologist and software engineer, turned entrepreneur, and business 

owner who turned his own frustrations of borrowing money from all different sizes of banks into the 

creation of Accrue. The inefficiencies and dated processes he experienced as a borrower and bank 

customer informed his opinion that community banks could and should do much better to meet the 

moment and the desire of their customers to enable digital experiences. The pandemic only furthered 

this realization for Sommers and community banks that their previous way of doing business was not 

only outdated but also entirely ineffective. 

Accrue helps community banks bite off some of the low-hanging fruit of digital transformation, whether 

it’s an online loan application or a new customer onboarding, all of which are table stakes for any 

institution that wants to service a younger, more digitally focused customer. Accrue was fortunate 

enough to be selected for the ICBA’s ThinkTECH Accelerator, during which meetings with hundreds of 

community banks confirmed the personal experiences of Sommers were not unique to him, but 

consistent with feedback from so many of their customers. Fortunately, most community banks are now 

acting swiftly to address their digital deficiencies and Accrue is well-poised to meet their 

transformational objectives. 

Cal Steinhoff, VP Sales, StreetShares/MeridianLink 

Cal Steinhoff, VP of Sales, brings over 20 years of fintech and software-as-a-service (SaaS) sales and 

business development experience to StreetShares/MeridianLink and has strong expertise in delivering 

high-value solutions to financial services companies.  

Prior to joining StreetShares/MeridianLink, Cal was Director of Lender Relations at ChargeAfter, a 

platform provider in the POS Finance space. Before ChargeAfter, Cal was Head of Sales at Enova 

International, a $2 Billion public company that provides online lending and decisioning services through 

its AI and machine learning powered lending platform. Cal has also held sales and sales management 

roles at other leading Fintech, SaaS and artificial intelligence/machine learning companies including Seal 

Software, Mirador Financial, SurePayroll and Procuri/Ariba. 

He holds an M.B.A. from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management and a B.A. from 

Loyola University Chicago. 

David Ruffin, Principal, IntelliCredit TM 

David’s extensive experience in the financial industry includes a long and pronounced emphasis on 

credit risk in a variety of roles that range from bank lender and senior credit officer to co-founder of the 

successful Credit Risk Management, LLC consultancy and professor at several banking schools. A prolific 

publisher of credit-focused articles, he is a frequent speaker at trade association forums, where he 

shares insights gained helping lending institutions evaluate credit risk—in both its traditional, 

transactional form as well as the risk associated with portfolios based on a more emergent macro 

strategy.  



David is an expert in assessing all aspects of the credit process and culture. Over the course of decades, 

he has led teams providing thousands of loan reviews and performed hundreds of due diligence 

engagements focused on M&A and capital raising. Most recently he headed the DHG-Credit Risk 

Management division at the Dixon Hughes Goodman accounting firm.  

David holds a B.A. from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, a M.S. from East Carolina University 

and multiple degrees from the American Bankers Association’s graduate lending schools. 

 


